
8" One piece combination elbow and adapter (Part#

9380): (1.) Place adapter end in the outfall pipe opening (2.)

Squeeze the adapter together (the adapter is of split design,

to allow this procedure) and push into the outfall pipe. (3.)

Push the elbow/adapter combination into the outfall pipe.. as

far as it will go.   The tension from the released adapter por-

tion is all that is required, to hold the elbow/adapter combo in

place.   Also allows for easy removal, should jetting of the out-

fall line become necessary.  In addition, the design eliminates

the need to identify the outfall pipe type,  as it fits all 8" pipe,

in spite of a variance in I.D.

10” elbow and adapter (Part# 9381-9383): The 10" elbow

and adapter are provided in separate pieces, as right and left

entry elbows are available, as well as the center entry.  This

is due to the fact, that 10" outfall pipes are occasionally

placed to the extreme right or left of the catch basin.  Most

common , however, is the center entry.  (1.) Snap the elbow

and the adapter together. (2.) Follow the same steps, as with

the 8" Oil & Debris Blocker (see above)

12” elbow and adapter (Part# 8384): The 12" elbow and adapter are provided in separate pieces. Snap the elbow and

adapter together.   A nitrile o-ring is provided with the two pieces, and is rolled onto the adapter, at the end that is to be in-

serted into the outfall pipe.  Roll the o-ring onto the adapter, about 2-3"....Slide the adapter into the outfall pipe...push the

adapter/elbow into the outfall pipe.  The o-ring will roll in , as well, forming a seal and snug fit.   There is a considerable vari-

ance in I.D. between ductile iron pipe and ads ... so a 1/2" O.D. o-ring and a 7/16" o-ring are provided with each 12" elbow

and adapter ordered.
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